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https://gamalearn.com/summative-assessments-are-they-enough/

Summative Assessment – Are they enough?
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Summative Assessment 
comes at the end of the course

It tells student “You passed”

or “You failed”

or “You got a grade B”

or “Your scored 65%”

https://www.wikihow.com/Bring-Your-Grade-Up-when-You-Are-Failing-a-Class
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Summative Assessment 
is important for…

 progression on the course

 choice of next module

 final course qualification

BUT !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

It does not help students’ learning. Their learning is over at this point!

https://schoolecosystem.wordpress.com/tag/scaffolding/
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Think Soup

dreamstime.com

dreamstime.com

Formative assessment is when the chef 
tastes the soup.

Summative assessment is when the 
customer eats the soup.
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Formative
Assessment for Learning

Summative
Assessment of Learning

During learning After learning

Used to provide information on what and 
how to improve achievement

Used to certify student competent

Used by teachers to identify and respond to 
student needs

Used to rank and sort students

Purpose: improve learning Purpose: document achievement of standards

Continuous Periodic

Examples: peer assessment, 
using rubrics with students, descriptive 

feedback

Examples: final exams, mid-term exams, 
unit tests, placement test
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Formative vs. Summative Assessments

https://classroomclipart.com/clipart-view/Clipart/Science/student_science_fair_project_05_jpg.htm

Students are evaluated 
during the work process 
and the focus is on 
improving the process. 

Students are evaluated 
upon completion of the 
work and the focus is on 
the final product. 
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Formative Assessment 
comes along the course

 It helps learning

 It correct errors

 It does not give grades or marks that count towards the final 
assessment

 It provide descriptive feedback that empowers and motivates 
students
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Shifts in Assessment
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From assessing to learn what 
students do not know

To assessing to learn what students 
understand

From using results to calculate grades To using results to inform instruction

From end-of-term assessment by 
teachers

To student engaged in ongoing 
assessment of their work and others

From judgmental feedback that may 
harm student motivation

To descriptive feedback that 
empowers and motivates students

Debbie Owens and Kathy Strunk (https://www.bullitt.k12.ky.us/userfiles/9/my%20files/formative-assessment1%20pp.pptx?id=542759)



Which of these are formative?

A. Teacher uses the student’s test results of the previous semester to plan the course 
learning activities.

B. Teachers doing item-by-item analysis of 3rd year undergraduates math tests to review 
their 3rd year undergraduate curriculum.

C. An English course tests students every two weeks to predict which students are “on 
course” to pass the end-of the year exam.

D. Students who fail a sport test on Friday have to come back on Saturday.

E. End of unit exams in short courses of the continuing education courses

F. Mid-term exams

G. Professional certification exams
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Five Critical Elements of Formative Assessment

Clarify the 
targets

Identify the 
current level

Provide 
specific and 
appropriate 

feedback

Engage
students in 
the process

Provide time, 
support, and 
instruction

Where am I going?

Where am I now?

How do I close the gap?

1 2 3 4 5
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1. Clarity the target

❖ The skill and knowledge associated with the standard are clear 
and obtainable.

❖ Students know where they are on the learning continuum – they 
know the target.

❖ Students can identify what needs to be accomplished next.
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2. Identify the current level

❖ Identify the current level of skills and understanding in relation to 
expectation.

❖ Recognize what skills or understanding are weak or missing. 

❖ Specifically identifies what is necessary to move to the next step.

❖ Look at foundation issues as well as a recent instruction.

❖ Clearly shows the gap between current and next level learning.
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3. Provide specific and appropriate feedback

❖ It should be given promptly.

❖ Oral feedback (including discussion) is the most effective.

❖ Comments should be limited in number and should give specific advice as 
how goals can be achieved.

❖ It should give the student a sense of what has been achieved as well as 
improvement still needs to be mastered.

❖ Grades are not helpful in a formative environment.

❖ Targets and progress should be discussed with students while they are 
working on the task.

❖ Students should reflect on the feedback and be given time to work on 
improvement.



17https://sydneygeyer.weebly.com/formative-assessment.html



18https://www.functionizehealth.com/post/why-all-golfers-need-a-tpi-golf-assessment

Incorrect Correct
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This essay was “terrible”, 
“hopeless”, complete 

rubbish 

If you get this feedback, how do you feel?
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Formative assessment gives feedback to help students improve.

Do NOT use words like: hopeless / useless / stupid  / rubbish / full of errors

Provide Feedback

Even if work is not very good …

➢ give encouragement first

➢ then criticize later

➢ then finish of with encouragement
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Feedback “Sandwich Approach”

Strengths in their work

Address problems/issues

Suggestions on how to improve

End with positive feedback
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You can say …

“ This essay was quite well written but you 
forgot to mention ….”

Give a Feedback

This essay was “terrible”, 
“hopeless”, complete 

rubbish 
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The best feedback is highly specific, directly revealing or highly 

descriptive what actually resulted, clear to the performer, and 

available or offered in terms of specific  targets and standards.

(Wiggins, 1998, p. 46)

The Best Feedback
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Provide Feedback



Rubric are scoring guides that set performance standards for tasks

Rubrics clarify thinking and define tasks; the goals and criteria are 
clear to everyone ahead of time. When using rubrics, judgments 
are less about the quality of the person and more about the 
quality of the work.

(Osborn, 1998)

Rubric as Feedback



Score Descriptor for scoring writing 

4
Interesting throughout 
Flows smoothly, good transitions
Well-organized for topic
Good use of mechanics and sentence structure

3
Interesting most of the time
Flows smoothly but some poor transitions
Organized but some weaknesses
Minor mechanical errors

2
Interest lowered by lapses in focus
Flow is interrupted by many poor transitions
Organization weak, strays from topic
Some serious mechanical errors

1
No clear focus
Jerky and rambling
Poorly organized
Many mechanical errors and weak sentence structure

Holistic Rubric

4 Components
• Focus
• Flow
• Organization
• Sentence structure



Analytical Rubric

Component Beginning 
(1)

Developing
(2)

Accomplish
(3)

Exemplary
(4)

Focus No clear focus Interest lowered by 
lapses in focus

Interesting most of 
the time

Interesting 
throughout 

Flow Jerky and rambling Flow is interrupted 
by many poor 

transitions

Flows smoothly but 
some poor 
transitions

Flows smoothly, 
good transitions

Organization Poorly organized Organization weak, 
strays from topic

Organized but 
some weaknesses

Well-organized for 
topic

Sentence structure Many mechanical 
errors and weak 

sentence structure

Some serious 
mechanical errors

Minor mechanical 
errors

Good use of 
mechanics and 

sentence structure
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4. Engage students in the process

❖ Teacher must create an environment where students feel that they 
are partners in the learning

❖ The students should reflect on their learning and be able to 
articulate where they are and what needs to be accomplished 
next.

❖ Students track their learning
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https://krishijagran.com/agripedia/coconut-farming-earn-lakhs-by-cultivating-this-tree-with-
longest-fruiting-period/
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5. Provide time, support, and instruction
in order for students to adjust, implement, and process their learning

❖ Follow assessments with time to practice.

❖ Make sure additional (and different) instruction is provided.

❖ Work with students independently and in small group.

❖ Clarify misconceptions and misunderstandings.

❖ Review what was taught in relation to its connection the target



Which cases are formative?
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1. Online quiz module that provides immediate feedback. It may be scored, 
but the score doesn’t count towards a final grade

2. Ask students to write good test questions to challenging and help students 
evaluate their level of understanding of presented content

3. A graphic representation of content such as an infographic, chart, or 
relational diagram

4. Drawing a concept map in class to represent their understanding of a topic
5. End of unit exams in short courses or continuing education courses
6. Submit one or two sentences identifying the main point of a lecture
7. Turn in a research proposal for early feedback
8. Exit question: “What is the different between mass and weight?” 
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https://elearninginfographics.com/mix-match-assessment-techniques-boost-performance-infographic/

Formative Assessment 
Examples

• Visual models

• Verbal/written summaries

• Peer activities

• Self-assessments

• List-charts and graphic 
organizers



https://slideplayer.com/slide/8604799/
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Thank you


